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Cultivation of Unshakable Spirit 
( ) 

 
by   (Inaba Minoru) 
(Translated by Donald Nordeng, Diane Zingale and Endo Ikuhiro) 
 
Confucius (  551-479 BC) who was granted the epithet of sage, aspired to learn of a 
greater knowledge at 15 years of age, even though he was already very talented. Hence 
he  dedicated  himself  to  the  enrichment  of  his  mind  and  moral  character  through  
constant discipline until his death, at age 72. Thus he could elevate himself to the level 
of sage. 
 
Confucius said,  ‘ At fifteen I set my heart to learning. 

At thirty I understood. 
At forty I came to be free from doubts. 
At fifty I understood the Decree of Heaven. 
At sixty my ear was attuned and I followed my ears. 
At  seventy  I  followed  my  spirit’s  desire  without  overstepping  the  
line.’ 

 
It was about a hundred years after the death of Confucius that Mencius (  372-289? 
BC) aspired to learn the teachings of Confucius. Mencius once told to one of his disciples, 
‘At forty, my spirit became unshakable.’ 
 
It seems to me that there are some similarities between the unfettered spirit of 
Confucius and Mencius’ unshakable spirit. However, I also appreciate a disparity 
between them. To have an unshakable spirit is an aim unceasingly pursued in Budo (

 the  way  of  the  warrior),  therefore  this  spirit  of  Mencius  seems  to  be  more  
recognizable to me than that of Confucius which in turn seems enigmatic, probably due 
to lack of my capacity for deeper understanding. I would like to contemplate about the 
unshakable spirit of Mencius in this article.  
 
In reading the dialogue between Mencius and his disciple named Ko-son Chu (Kon-sun 
Ch’ou in Chinese pronunciation), there is some introductory knowledge which is 
essential in order to grasp the correct direction of training of Budo. Two distinct ways to 
develop one’s courage as connected to the cultivation of unshakable spirit are shown in 
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this  dialogue.  Moreover,  it  describes  the  way  to  nourish  the  “flood-like  Ki”  ( ) 
which if developed, consequently leads to the cultivation of the supreme courage ( ) . 
The dialogue also clarifies the relationship of will ( ), Ki ( ) and body ( ) .  
 
Historically, it is obvious that those who sought to secure both spiritual strength and 
martial force have regarded these teachings as the earliest point of their training of 
Budo. There is no doubt that the teachings of Mencius have exerted extraordinary 
influence over those people. It has been over two thousand years since Mencius has 
passed away, but the spiritual brightness of his teachings still retains its original 
brilliance  even  now.  The  path  to  the  level  of  sage  is  very  steep  and  very  long,  
nevertheless we should not lose the proper strategy to march it.  
 
Budo  can  ultimately  be  defined  as  a  spiritual  force  ( )  arising  from an  integral  
unification of mind (  or will ), Ki ( ), body ( ) and technique ( ), and it should be 
founded on execution of the way of morality ( )  and  rightness  ( ). Therefore, the 
importance of cultivating will power ( ), which is under the command of spirit, 
should be seriously considered in the training of Bujutsu (  traditional Japanese 
martial arts) as well as its training method.   
 
The  perfection  of  will  ( ),  Ki  ( ), body ( ) based on the sense found in Budo is 
necessary not just to some exclusive group of people. Once born into this world, no one 
can escape from the acts of deciding and executing whenever one wants to accomplish 
some undertaking or duties. When so doing, it should be a common desire for everyone 
to have enough ability to ponder and act calmly without any agitation or disturbance in 
one’s mind. The significance for Budo’s existence in the present world needs to be 
discovered. Whenever we contemplate about Budo ( ) or Bujutsu ( ) it should be 
noted that such contemplation must be formulated based on the clear comprehension of 
what should be trained and cultivated in our daily training.  
 
 
Two ways to cultivate courage:  
 

< Hoku-kyu Yu >  
 
Ko-son Chu asked Mencius, ‘If you, Master, were raised to the position of prime 
minister of the empire of Sei ( ) and were able to put the way ( ) into practice, 
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it would be no surprise, in light of Master’s power, if through this you were able to 
make  the  King  of  Sei  a  leader  of  the  feudal  lords  or  even  a  true  King.  If  this  
happened, would it cause any fluctuation in your mind?’  
Mencius answered, ‘No. At forty, my heart became unshakable.’ Ko-son Chu said, 
‘In that case you far surpass the brave man Mou Hon (Meng Pin).’ 
Mencius said, ‘That is not difficult. Koku Shi (Kao Tzu) succeeded in this at an 
even earlier age than I.’ 

 
Now we saw that Mencius, in reply to the question from Ko-son Chu if he would have 
any fear or self-doubt because of serious responsibilities and duties which he should 
assume when he held the reins of Prime Minister of Sei, answered that no matter what 
happened, his spirit was never shaken since forty years of age. Moreover, Mencius 
clearly declared that it was not a difficult matter for him.  
 

Then Ko-son Chu asked Mencius, ‘Is there any special way to develop unshakable 
spirit? ’  
 
Mencius answered, ‘Yes, there is. For example, the way Hoku-kyu Yu (Po-kung 
Yu) cultivated his courage was by never showing any surprise on his face even if 
he was stabbed or by never moving his eyes even if he was wounded in his eyes. 
For him, pulled out even a tiniest hair was as humiliating as being whipped in 
public for a crime in city center and he would no more accept such an insult from 
a common fellow coarsely clad or even from a lord of  a big empire with tens of  
thousands of chariots. He would run a sword through the lord as through the 
common fellow without the slightest regret. He had no fear of any feudal lord in 
the world, and he has retaliated against any kind of people whenever he heard 
any insulting words, even about insignificant matters.’  

 
Hoku-kyu Yu was said to be a great warrior descended from an assassin who has always 
sustained unshakable spirit by firmly believing that he would surely defeat any kind of 
enemy. 
 

< Mo Shi-sha >  
 
Mencius said, ‘The way pursued by Mo Shi-sha (Meng Shih-she) to cultivate the 
courage  was  different.  Mo  Shi-sha  said,  “Even  if  my  victory  is  hardly  to  be  
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expected against a strong enemy, I go forward against such an enemy with firm 
conviction that I  will  be able to  win without fail’.  One who advances only after 
sizing up the enemy, and joins into battle only after weighing the chances of 
victory would surely show cowardice in the face of a superior number of enemies. 
Of course I cannot be certain of victory but all I can do is to advance without fear.” 
Mo Shi-sha, a great warrior with repeated battles experience, has conditioned his 
spirit to be unshakable under any circumstances by never feeling the slightest 
fear  in  his  mind.  Mo  Shi-sha’s  way  resembled  So  Shi’s  (Tseng  Tzu:  one  of  
Confucius’ disciple), while Hoku-kyu Yu’s way resembled Shi Ka’s (Tzu-hsia: 
another of Confucius’ disciple). It is hard to say which of the two was superior, but 
it can be said that Mo Shi-sha surely has hold the will power.’  

 
Mencius commented that Mo Shi-sha’s way was somewhat similar to that of So Shi in 
the  sense  of  being  introspective.  So  Shi’s  way  of  learning  was  characterized  by  
self-examination. Whenever he came to learn something new, he always tried to 
examine himself and he sought to devise and cultivate it in his mind. Thus So Shi was 
considered to be introspective and Mo Shi-sha was also deemed to be reflective. Mo 
Shi-sha’s spirit was never shaken because of his firm belief that he would fear nothing 
of enemies regardless of their strength. So it can be considered that what Mo Shi-sha 
sought to protect was within himself. 
 
Mencius, on the other hand, made a comment that Hoku-kyu Yu’s way somewhat 
resembled Shi Ka’s way. Hoku-kyu Yu’s way of keeping unshakable spirit was rooted in 
his firm confidence of winning against any enemy. Whenever one thinks of winning 
against enemies, one cannot help but be conscious of the existence of enemies. So It can 
be said that what Hoku kyu Yu sought was found outside of his own self. It represents 
some similarities with Shi Ka’s way of paying always serious attention to the teachings 
of Confucius, even a single word or phrase, as precise examples of his behavior and he 
has checked his every behavior in light of these examples. 
 
Hoku-kyu Yu has turned against others on his own initiative because he placed his 
target on external object, namely, on individual persons. If one places his target on 
individual persons, one cannot help but be shaken whenever one confronts someone 
stronger or superior.  
 
That Mo Shi-sha devoted himself to protecting his own self would mean that the very 
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object  sought  by  him  was  found  within  himself.  He  must  have  never  felt  a  slightest  
limitation  of  freedom,  as  long  as  what  he  sought  was  found  within  himself.  He  must  
have been able to sustain unshakable spirit even if he confronted a powerful enemy, 
because he concentrated to only protect his firm belief that there would be nothing to 
fear in the world. In this connection, it might be concluded that Mo Shi-sha had better 
grasp of the essentials than Hoku-kyu Yu. 
 
Now, which was the genuine courage for  Mencius? None of  them was worthy for  him 
Mencius told about the courage of So Shi as follows.  
 

< So Shi >  
 
Mencius said, ‘So Shi once said to Shi Joh (Tzu-hsiang) who used to be one of So 
Shi’s disciples “You seem to admire courage. I once heard about supreme courage 
( ), or true courage, from the Master - Confucius. If, on looking within, one 
finds  oneself  to  be  in  the  wrong,  then  even  though  one’s  adversary  be  only  a  
common fellow coarsely clad, one is bound to tremble with fear. But if one finds 
oneself in the right, one goes forward even against an enemy of ten millions, 
never retreating even a single step. Master said this is the true courage.”  
 
A  little  while  ago  I  told  you  that  Mo  Shi-sha’s  courage  resembled  So  Shi’s,  
however, a remarkable difference should be noted between them. Mo Shi-sha 
sought only to hold the will power so that he would never feel a slightest fear in 
any  circumstance,  while  So  Shi  always  sought  to  be  morally  in  the  right.  
Therefore, Mo Shi-sha’s courage can be by no means compared with So Shi’s. So 
Shi’s courage was firmly founded in morality, which enabled him to carry out and 
fulfill his true intention if, on examining himself, he found himself in the right.’  

 
It seems that Mo Shi-sha had better grasp of this essential than Hoku-kyu Yu. But if Mo 
Shi-sha’s  way  of  cultivating  courage  was  carefully  examined  in  the  light  of  So  Shi’s  
words, it must be realized that Mo Shi-sha’s way was not so worthy of praise, because he 
sought to seek to grasp unshakable spirit by encouraging whole-heartedly his own spirit, 
while So Shi always sought to examine himself and he went forward to the bitter end 
without any fear if he found himself morally in the right. Certainly, a remarkable 
difference must be found between them as Mencius commented.  
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Judging from the above sayings of Mencius, it can be conjectured that the courage 
which yielded an unshakable spirit of Mencius should have had its spiritual origin in So 
Shi’s courage. Then, which kind of courage was sought by So Shi or Mencius? Mencius 
explained the relationship of will ( ), Ki ( ) and body ( ) as a premise for clarification 
of such issue.  
 
The relationship of will ( ), Ki ( ) and body ( ): 
 

Mencius said, ‘The will, or the workings of one’s mind ( ), is commander over the 
Ki, while the Ki is that which fills and dominates the body. The Ki halts where 
the will arrives, that is to say, once the will stands firmly the Ki follows it. Hense 
I would say, “Take hold of your will and do not abuse your Ki.” 
 
Ko-son  Chu asked,  ‘As  you  have  already  said  that  the  Ki  rests  where  the  will  
arrives, or once the will stands firmly the Ki follows it, what is the point of going 
on to say “Take hold of your will and do not abuse your Ki”? There seems to be a 
contradiction in your opinion.’ 
 
Mencius answered, ‘The will and the Ki have an intimate relationship. The will, 
when concentrated on a particular matter, moves the Ki. On the other hand, the 
Ki, when concentrated on a particular matter, moves the will.  
 
For example, the more one hurries while running, the more easily one stumbles. 
This phenomenon can be attributed to the excessive concentration of Ki on 
running. Namely, overabundance of Ki would cause palpitations of the mind and 
would dull the workings of the mind until stumbling occurs.’  

 
In the way of Budo ( ) , the relationship of will ( ), Ki ( ) and body ( ) should be 
carefully realized in particular. When one practices Bujutsu ( ) the most important 
concern should be to strengthen the will power. In such practice, it should be noted that, 
unless one’s  will  is  set  morally in the right,  there would be some cases where the Ki 
moves wrongly the will and leads one astray from the path of virtue. It is not uncommon 
that the violent and vigorous temperament causes a person to conduct wrong behavior 
against  his  own will  to  end in failure.  So we always must take into account that the 
practice of Bujutsu, if carried out based on erroneous ideas, would bring a harmful effect 
on one’s character and behavior. Those who aspired to practice Bujutsu should never 
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lose self-control.  
 
The way to supreme courage ( )  cultivation of “flood-like Ki” ( ): 
 

Ko-son Chu asked Mencius about unshakable spirit, ‘Could you tell me in which 
points  you  surpass  Koku  Shi?”  ‘Mencius,  in  reply  to  this  question,  explained  
about the “flood-like Ki” which if developed properly, consequently leads to the 
cultivation of the supreme courage. He told that the “flood-like Ki” can be 
cultivated based on the will (mind) which defends and follows rightness and 
morality.  
 
Mencius  answered,  ‘I  have  an  insight  into  words  of  others.  And  I  am  good  at  
cultivating my “flood-like Ki”. To have an insight into words would mean that if 
one knows thoroughly right and wrong, or, merits and demerits of the words, 
one’s mind will never be shaken, being able to be free from suspicions or doubts, 
since all the words comes from the mind of human beings.’ 
 
Ko-son Chu said, ‘May I ask what this “flood-like Ki” is?’  
 
Mencius answered, ‘It is difficult to explain. This is a “Ki” which is, in the highest 
degree, vast, unyieldingly strong and right. Nourish it with goodness and it will 
fill the space between Heaven ( ) and Earth ( ) . The “flood-like Ki” continues 
to exist  as long as it  unites rightness ( )  and morality ( )  .  Deprive it  of  
these and it will collapse. Whenever one errs from the right path, acting against 
rightness  and  morality,  it  cannot  last  any  more.  It  is  spontaneously  born  of  
accumulated rightness and cannot be forcibly appropriated from external world 
through sporadic show of rightness. Whenever one has a bad conscience in one’s 
mind, it will collapse.’  

 
Now, how the “flood-like Ki” can be cultivated? To put such cultivation into practice 
must be the most difficult concern. In order to cultivate it, one should always endeavor 
to acquire rightness and such efforts should be continued without cease. One should not 
expect, in advance, to get good results. One must always keep it in mind to accumulate 
rightness and never let it out of one’s mind even for a moment, while one should not be 
hasty  to  help  it  grow forcibly.  Thus,  Mencius  gave  an  example  of  a  peasant  from the  
empire of So (Sung ). 
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Mencius said, ‘Once, there was a peasant from So who pulled at his young rice 
plants one by one because he was worried about their failure to grow and wished 
to hurry their growth. Having done so, he got tired and went on his way home. As 
soon as he arrived at home, he said to his’ family, “I am worn out today. I have 
been helping the young rice plants to grow.” His son, thinking it strange, rushed 
out  to  the  rice  field  to  take  a  look  and  there  the  plants  were,  all  shriveled  up.  
There are few in the world who undertakes such senseless behavior.’ 

 
Mencius gave the following admonition to Ko-son Chu. ‘Those who ignore completely the 
importance of cultivating the “flood-like Ki”, thinking that nothing they can cultivate 
will be of any use, can be compared with those who don’t weed the rice field and leave 
the plants unattended. Those others who are too eager in acceleration of its cultivation, 
recognizing the importance of the “flood-like Ki”, can be compared with those who pull 
at the plants in order to help them grow. Not only do they fail to help them but they do 
the plants positive harm.’ 
 
The concept of the “flood-like Ki” taught by Mencius is shown in above explanation. The 
examples of Hoku-kyu Yu and Mo-shi Sha demonstrate the way to develop the courage 
for fighting. 
 
Hoku-kyu  Yu  always  being  confident  of  his  victory  in  any  kind  of  battle,  even  in  a  
individual one, has indiscriminately demonstrated his violent bravery all the time, even 
in daily life, so that he might not be despised by those around him. In so doing, the first 
priority should have been given to sustaining a strong will to conquer the enemy, rather 
than considering whether he was morally in the right or not.  
 
One could say that Hoku-kyu Yu sought to cultivate unshakable spirit with the help of 
Ki, without taking careful consideration of the spirit. If that is the case, there should be 
some cases where one cannot exert one’s fighting spirit or power, when one admits the 
enormous difference of physical power between the enemy and oneself.  
 
On the other hand, Mo Shi-sha sought to cultivate unshakable spirit by encouraging his 
own spirit not to feel the slightest fear against enemies regardless of the chances of 
victory  or  the  strength  of  enemies.  His  way  of  cultivating  unshakable  spirit  by  
protecting  his  internal  belief  that  he  would  fear  nothing  in  the  world  regardless  of  
external conditions would work more effectively when one needs to sustain the Ki 
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within oneself than the way of Hoku-kyu Yu. It, however, cannot be regarded that Mo 
Shi-sha has grasped the true courage, because he sought only to secure unshakable 
spirit by encouraging himself forcibly and intentionally.  
 
Then what would be the decisive factors of true courage?  
In reply to this question, Mencius told about the supreme courage ( ) which So Shi 
had learned from Confucius, and he also explained about the “flood-like Ki”. The 
supreme  courage  is  quite  different  from  the  common  courage  in  its  quality.  The  
“flood-like Ki” cannot be born from such courage as to be sure of one’s victory or to be 
fearless  of  enemies.  It  sprouts  and  grows  from  the  mind  (  or will ) rooted in 
morality  and  rightness  that  one  should  observe  and  follow as  a  human being.  If  one  
nourishes the “flood-like Ki” with goodness, it will grow and fill the space between 
heaven ( ) and earth ( ) . But if one errs from the right path, acting against rightness 
and morality, it will collapse.  
 
The “flood-1ike Ki” would lead to the supreme courage as So Shi put it, ‘If, on looking 
within, one finds oneself to be in the wrong, then even though one’s adversary be only a 
common fellow coarsely clad one is bound to tremble with fear. But if one finds oneself 
in the right, one goes forward even against enemies of ten million.’ One should seek to 
cultivate the Ki ( ) and body ( ) in pursuit of the unshakable spirit ( ) , based on 
one’s clear understanding of the relationship between will ( ),  Ki  ( )  and body ( ). 
When so doing, the first consideration must be placed on the attitude of one’s will so 
that it can be found morally in the right.  
 
Now that, morality and rightness should be the most fundamental subject to be taken 
into account. To explicate morality and rightness should be the principal aim of learning 
( ) . By learning, one must clarify morality and rightness which one should observe and 
follow. Then one must put morality into practice and conduct oneself in conformity with 
rightness, wherein the essentials of Bu ( ) should play important role. I believe that 
the true courage should be born from an integral unification of learning ( ) and Bu ( ) . 
Learning does not simply mean to widen one’s knowledge or to acquire some skills. Bu 
does not simply mean mere competition of victory or defeat.  
 
When young and inexperienced, one tends to be driven by youthful ardor to think and 
act with a biased or one-sided view. Whoever aspires to pursue the essentials of Budo 
( ) sets great store on time and opportunity. Therefore, most people would have a 
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tendency to search for the courage somewhat similar to those of Hoku-kyu Yu and 
Mo-shi Sha, while very few people would seek to cultivate the ‘flood-like Ki” taught by 
Mencius, because the latter requires more time and patience than the former. But this 
sort of tendency should not be neglected as a useless or meaningless way of discipline. 
As one acquires various experiences along with the passage of time, one would 
gradually come to give priority to the cultivation of the true courage which would 
conform to morality and rightness taught by Mencius. Actually, the probable process of 
one’s discipline would often follow such a gradual step of development.  
 
I believe that the cultivation of the “flood-like Ki” in pursuit of the unshakable supreme 
courage can be a principal aim of Budo, and which should be sought by us through our 
daily training and discipline.  

 
 

(Note) Following works on “Mencius” were cited in this article. 
Mencius: Published by lwanami Bunko 
Mencius: Published by Asahi Bunko 
Mencius - New Interpretation: Published by Meiji Shoin 


